Abstract-An electric vehicle battery pack may employ cells connected electrically in parallel to meet energy and power requirements. For the battery management system, cells connected in parallel are often treated as a single larger component. However, research has identified that the state of charge and cell current may not be equal due to differences in capacity, impedance and cell temperature. In this paper, the authors develop a parallel cell model validated against experimental data. The model is used to evaluate cell energy variation and the impact this can have on the design of highly parallelized battery systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
From the perspective of a battery management system (BMS), individual cells connected electrically in parallel are often considered to be one larger capacity cell with a single value of state of charge (SOC) [1] , due to the unit operating at one voltage, the individual cell currents not being measured and the tendency for cells in parallel to self-balance over time. However, there will be variations in cell performance caused by two main effects. Differences in cell impedance and energy capacity will cause an unequal current distribution, with different open circuit voltages (OCVs) and impedance values having to resolve current in such a way that the terminal voltage is common for each cell. Secondly, the resistance of the bus bars connecting the cells can create a voltage drop between each parallel loop. Research by [2] showed that cells closest to the current source were prone to higher current flow than those furthest away from the source, resulting in different SOCs over time.
These issues combined present a number of challenges for the BMS. The different capacities and current flows within a parallel unit mean that the SOC of the individual cells may not be equal. A single cell model of the parallel unit will have one SOC, but the relationship of this SOC to the individual cell SOC is not well defined. A single model of parallel cells was developed by [3] , but this assumed that the cells were identical which in reality may not be true because of ageing [4] and extrinsic factors such as temperature [5] . Cells may age at different rates specifically because of parallelization, due to the different current throughput and the resultant temperature gradients. Research by [6] showed that a 20% mismatch of internal resistance in 18650 type lithium ion cells resulted in a 40% reduction in cycle life due to increased capacity fade. Recent work in [7] also suggests that when cells at different levels of ageing are connected in parallel, ageing is accelerated. As cell currents are not monitored, there is a danger of some cells exceeding current limits even though the nominal current (i.e. the applied current divided by the number of cells) is within the manufacturer's specifications. Similarly, individual cells may go beyond limits on SOC imposed by the BMS to reduce the effects of ageing, leading to the battery pack reaching its end of life prematurely. Finally, due to the passive nature of the electrical interconnection between adjacent cells, there is typically no control over how the applied current is distributed between cells; this may reduce the effectiveness of the balancing system when trying to reduce the voltage or SOC difference between parallel units in series.
In this paper, equivalent circuit models (ECMs) are outlined and a method of combining the ECMs in a parallel configuration is proposed. ECMs are created from experimental data for four cells of the same type but at different states of ageing, allowing for analysis of interaction between cells with different resistance and capacity values, which can occur through factors such as temperature gradients, as well as ageing. Using this model, a dynamic vehicle cycle, and large depth of discharge (DOD) cycle are simulated, and the impact of connection resistance between parallel cells and the case of a cell being disconnected are both evaluated. From this, conclusions can be drawn about the variation in performance that is not seen by a BMS.
II. CELL MODELLING
The ECM for a single cell is presented first, and then extended to a general case of a number of cells in parallel.
A. Single Cell Model
An ECM is commonly used to simulate cells due to their ease of parameterization and real time capability [8] . The model consists of a variable voltage source to represent OCV as a function of SOC, a resistor to capture the DC resistance of the cell, and a resistor and capacitor connected in parallel (RC pair) to capture dynamics. The number of RC pairs can be increased for improved bandwidth at the expense of increased complexity. The equations that govern the ECM response are given in (1)-(4). Equation (1) governs the response of a single RC pair, and the parameters are a function of SOC. v p is the polarization voltage over the RC pair, R p and C p are the RC pair resistance and capacitance respectively, R DC is the DC resistance, v OC is the OCV, i cell is the current applied to the cell, Q is the cell capacity in Ah, n RC is the number of RC pairs, and v t is the voltage over the cell terminals. (1) 100 3600
B. Parallel Cell Model
Connecting cells in parallel adds additional constraints to the model: terminal voltage is common to all cells and the cell currents sum up to the source current. This algebraic constraint changes the cell from a system of ODEs to a system of DAEs of index 1. The equations for the system have been derived by using mesh analysis to consider cells connected with (optional) connection resistances, as shown in Fig. 1 . For brevity the example presented here uses one RC pair, but the solution can be extended to several. This system is now a set of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs).
The equations from section II A still apply, but with the cell current given by (5) .
;
The voltages around each loop must sum to zero, as per Kirchoff's voltage law in (6) , where R c is the inter-cell connection resistance.
2 0 (6) This can be put into matrix form, as in (7), where A is the system jacobian and B is the input vector. The first loop current i 1 is the source current and so is a model input not a state variable. 0 0 (7) This has been solved using the ode15s variable-step solver in MATLAB. Experimental data were collected for four 3Ah 18650-type lithium ion cells, and used to parameterize the ECMs.
A. Ageing
The cells were aged by different amounts in order to better observe interactions between cell impedance and capacity. The ageing profile is shown in Fig. 2 and involved repeated cycles of the following: a 1C discharge until the lower voltage limit was reached followed by CC-CV charging at C/2 to the upper cell voltage limit, with a C/20 cut-off current. The four cells were aged by 0, 50, 100 and 150 cycles respectively. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests were performed between 10mHz and 100kHz to analyze how the cells have aged. For clarity the EIS data presented in this paper have been reduced to below 1kHz as the higher frequency inductive region is not considered for this analysis. Example results are shown in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table  1 . Two metrics are considered: DC resistance, where the impedance line crosses the real axis, and diffusive resistance, which is taken to be resistance up to the turning point where the Warburg region begins [9] . These regions are shown on Fig. 3 . 
B. Characterization
Characterization tests were performed performance and to create an ECM. To sim all tests were performed at 25°C to remo temperature on ECM parameters. Cell capac at 1C, and a pseudo OCV-SOC curve obtain the cell at C/25. Cell dynamics were evalua of 10s current followed by 5 Fig. 4 shows how the diffusive as a function of SOC. For this change in DC resistance characterized in series and p individual cells can be para physically connected cell, usin and N the number of cells in pa
∑
The results show that the p slightly higher resistance, wh connection resistance in the there does not appear to be any the cells that cannot be capt connected in parallel. ated using a pulse power profile minutes resting, and EIS tests. e resistance for each cell varies s particular cell, there was little with SOC. The cells were parallel. The impedance of the allelized and compared to the g (8) , where Z is the impedance arallel. 1 (8) physically connected cell has a hich may be due to increased experimental setup. However, y significant interaction between tured using single cell models ffusive resistance with SOC rimental and predicted impedance IV.
MODEL FITTING A nonlinear least squares (NLS) optimiz fit an equivalent circuit model, with the cost minimize given in (9) , where v exp an experimental and simulated voltage r optimization was constrained to prevent n values and time constants less than the sam data (10ms). min Fig. 6 shows an example of a fit which h of 0.61mV and a peak error of 6.6mV. To range of responses that can occur between three RC pairs were used in the model, with approximately 0.1s, 5s and 60s respectively. V. RESULTS Two drive cycles have been considered f dynamic current profile, typical of a hybrid and a charge-discharge cycle which is m battery electric vehicle. Cell connection res for the drive cycle analysis, and discussed se
A. Dynamic Current Profile
A drive cycle, representative of a hybri (HEV) current was simulated using the paral the single ECM of the parallel unit. The ap current (zoomed into a 60s region for clar shown in Fig. 7 . As can be seen there is SOC-a maximum of 0.6% between the cells converged to a steady state in approximatel change in applied current, suggesting that o constant was excited. In this steady co resistance is the main factor in determining th each cell. As a result, the least and most normalized charge throughput of 28% and 22 zation was used to function vector to nd v ECM are the respectively. The egative parameter mpling time of the (9) had an RMS error o capture the wide n cells in parallel, h time constants of for this analysis: a d electric vehicle, more relevant to a sistance is ignored parately.
id electric vehicle llel cell model and pplied current, cell rity) and SOC are little variation in s. The cell currents y 0.5s after a step only the 0.1s time ondition, the DC he current through aged cells had a 2% respectively. onse to pulse current 
B. Large Depth of Discharge
Unlike HEVs, battery elec likely to cover a large DOD. A the lower voltage limit, follow run for both the parallel and applied current, cell current a proportion of charge throughpu equal than for the dynamic driv aged cells taking 26.5% and 2 the end of discharge the mo higher than the least aged cell cells reducing this to under 0.3 BMSs may impose limits on up increase the life of the cell. possible for some individual c even though the parallel cell m as a whole is within the lim lifespan of the pack.
OCV also has a significant the cells for high DOD o conditions the current through ve cycle simulation results ctric vehicles (BEVs) are more A simulation of a 2C discharge to ed by a 1C CC-CV charge, was single ECM models, with the and SOC shown in Fig. 8 . The ut taken by each cell was more ve cycle, with the least and most 23.5% respectively. However, at st aged cell had a SOC 5.7% l, with the self-balancing of the % after a 15 minute rest period. pper and lower SOC in order to These results show that it is cells to go outside of this range model shows that the parallel unit mits, potentially decreasing the t impact on the performance of operation. Under steady state a cell is given by (10). The OCV curve for this cell is highly non SOC. For the discharging case, the OC discharged cells becomes closer to the meaning less current is required through the a common terminal voltage. Cells with a h take more of the current until their OCVs als C. Connection Resistance Cells in parallel are typically connected high conductivity material such as alumini create a small additional resistance to the assembly. For many cells connected in a ' such as in Fig. 1 , the effect of these res significant. Fig. 9 shows a 60 second sna currents from the dynamic drive cycle for a in parallel with identical ECM parameters, resistance of 10µΩ between each cell. The c current source (the blue lines on Fig. 9 ) und higher loading. This is quantified in Fig. 10 total absolute charge throughput for each cel to the current source had a 140% charge thro nominal (the case of no connection resista furthest cell had 85% of the nominal ch Arguably this significantly higher loading source will cause increased ageing of those increase demand on the thermal manageme increase ohmic heating. near the current cells [4] , and may ent system due to 
D. Cell Disconnection
It is possible for cells to battery pack due to vibration series this means the battery pa a parallel unit the other cells While the battery pack can s reduced but the BMS may not b presented in Fig. 11 , the leas 165s. In this case the drive cyc due to the cell hitting its low SOCs of the cells also decrease current having to be spread ac estimate is likely to become model-based observer such as because its single cell model w high and resistance that is too l cycle, with connection resistance throughput of cells in parallel lose electrical contact with the n and fatigue [10] . For cells in ack as a whole has failed, but for in the unit are still connected. still function, the capacity has be aware of this. In the scenario st aged cell disconnected after cle can no longer be completed wer voltage limit at 909s. The ed more quickly due to the same cross one fewer cells. The SOC less accurate, especially for a an extended Kalman filter [11] will have a capacity that is too low. VI. CONCLUSIONS All of the scenarios assessed in this pap with different resistances and capacities con can undergo significantly different currents not monitor current within parallel units, so taken above their intended operating current quickly due to increased charge throughpu generation, shortening the lifespan of the p cell losing electrical contact with the battery the BMS to overestimate the SOC of the pa driver being misled about the available range typical HEV drive cycle does not appear to c amount of SOC variation between cells in dynamic nature. However, steady currents which cover a large DOD, where cells can e region of the OCV-SOC curve, can cause sig and give rise to cases where higher resistan larger currents. These effects, combined wi impact of cell connection resistance, can l ageing of some cells, weakening the pa Variation in current can also cause uneve within a pack which may require a more management system. per show that cells nnected in parallel s. As a BMS does ome cells may be t, or be aged more ut and ohmic heat pack. Similarly, a y pack could cause ack, leading to the e of the vehicle. A cause a significant parallel due to its and drive cycles enter the nonlinear gnificant variation nce cells can take ith the cumulative lead to premature ack as a whole. n heat generation advanced thermal Kumari, Dhammika eir assistance with
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